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a signal called Pseudo Random
Code that repeats at precise times. 

As its name suggests, Pseudo
Random Code is a fairly complex
signal that would sound like fuzz
to people. Given a few moments,
however, receivers can pick out the
codes from the general back-
ground noise. The receiver then
compares the satellite’s code to its
own. If the satellite and the receiv-
er were right next to each other,
the codes would be in step togeth-
er. However, as the satellite moves
farther from the receiver, its code
falls behind because of the distance
it has to travel. Measuring how 
far out of sync the two codes are
tells the receiver the distance to 
the satellite. 

■ Atomic Time. Of course, con-
sidering how fast the signal moves,
the difference between the two
codes will be almost imperceptibly
small. The receiver and the satellite
must also know exactly when to
begin playing their codes so they
start at the same time.

Gauging how long trains take to
reach a station is one thing, but fig-
uring these split-second, light-
speed differences takes more than
your average Timex. The device
that makes GPS possible is the
atomic clock, which measures time
by tracking the oscillations of a
certain type of atom. Atomic clocks
are fantastically accurate; they are
accurate enough to do the job we
need it to do over and over again
without rewinding. Each GPS
satellite carries an atomic clock
with it as it orbits the Earth. 

Sounds handy, but unfortunate-
ly, an atomic clock up in space
doesn’t do much for Bob and his
handheld GPS receiver. He needs
the accurate timepiece on his end to measure
all of these signals, but atomic clocks (which
can vary greatly in price) may be a bit out of
Bob’s price range. Or maybe he hasn’t been
able to get his hands on one of the more
affordable atomic clocks or atomic wrist-
watchs available today. 

Whatever the case may be, once again, we
need to turn to our old friend geometry. Say

we have incoming signals from four satellites
but an inaccurate clock in our receiver that
adds one second to the actual time. The
spheres we draw based on measurements
from this slow clock won’t meet at one partic-
ular point as we expect. However, we do
know the timing error was the same for all of
the measurements. As a result, the GPS receiv-
er will automatically try adding or subtracting

the same number of seconds to all
the values at once until it finds a
combination where the spheres
meet at a single point, as they
should. When it finds the right
value, the receiver resets its own
internal, less-accurate clock back a
second, so it will once again be in
sync with the atomic clocks in space.

Notice that not only does this
give Bob his exact position but it
also turns his rather standard clock
into a superaccurate clock that con-
tinuously resets itself to the true
time. Bob will never be late again.

Another advantage to this sys-
tem is that Bob can figure out how
fast he is going. If you know your
exact position at various exact
times, velocity is easy. With its
atomic clocks, the GPS system so
accurately measures velocity that it
has been used to determine where
the Earth’s tectonic plates are mov-
ing and how fast.  For instance,
most of Los Angeles is moving to
the southeast at around 2 centime-
ters per year. See the GPS Time
Series Web site (http://sideshow
.jpl.nasa.gov/mbh/series.html) for
more interesting measurements.

■ Satellite Positions. Now we
know exactly how far it is between
Bob and several of the GPS satel-
lites because we know the GPS sig-
nals’ speeds, and we can time them
with an atomic clock. The last piece
of the puzzle is the location of the
satellite. Without that, we know
how big to draw the spheres, but
not where to put them. 

The high-altitude orbits used by
the GPS are stable enough that it is
mathematically possible to figure
out the exact location of any satel-
lite in advance given known coor-
dinates and velocity at some point

in the past. GPS receivers carry with them
this knowledge that is based on simple laws
of gravity. However, tiny errors can creep in.
The moon and other astronomical bodies
exert miniscule gravitational forces on the
satellites, as does the constant stream of par-
ticles, known as the solar wind, flying away
from the sun. Fortunately, the effect is small,
but the highly accurate results of GPS rely on
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